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Advances in the generation of relativistic intensity pulses with wavelengths in the X-ray regime,

through high harmonic generation from near-critical plasmas, open up the possibility of X-ray

driven wakefield acceleration. The similarity scaling laws for laser plasma interaction suggest that

X-rays can drive wakefields in solid materials providing TeV/cm gradients, resulting in electron

and photon beams of extremely short duration. However, the wavelength reduction enhances the

quantum parameter v, hence opening the question of the role of non-scalable physics, e.g., the

effects of radiation reaction. Using three dimensional Particle-In-Cell simulations incorporating

QED effects, we show that for the wavelength k ¼ 5 nm and relativistic amplitudes a0 ¼ 10–100,

similarity scaling holds to a high degree, combined with v � 1 operation already at moderate

a0 � 50, leading to photon emissions with energies comparable to the electron energies.

Contrasting to the generation of photons with high energies, the reduced frequency of photon emis-

sion at X-ray wavelengths (compared with that at optical wavelengths) leads to a reduction in the

amount of energy that is removed from the electron population through radiation reaction.

Furthermore, as the emission frequency approaches the laser frequency, the importance of radiation

reaction trapping as a depletion mechanism is reduced, compared with that at optical wavelengths

for a0 leading to similar v. VC 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5003857

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of a wake structure by the interaction of

an optical laser pulse with an underdense plasma has been

demonstrated to accelerate electrons to GeV energies.1–4 For

sufficiently high laser amplitudes, the laser pulse expels the

electrons from a region, hence forming a cavity that traps

electrons which are accelerated to high energies and oscillate

in the transverse field structure, emitting photons in the X-

ray and c range. For optical laser wavelengths, e.g., k ¼ 800

nm, the critical plasma density nc ¼ mex2=4pe2 ¼ 1:7
�1021 cm�3, where me is the electron mass, e is the electron

charge, and x is the angular frequency of the laser radiation.

This density is orders of magnitude lower than that of solid

density materials, which renders solids unfeasible for wake-

field acceleration using contemporary optical laser systems.

Instead, wakefields driven by optical lasers conventionally

use gaseous targets of lower density. On the other hand,

inferring from scaling relations, for wavelengths in the X-ray

regime, solid materials provide an avenue toward a new gen-

eration of even more compact wakefield accelerators—with

TeV/cm gradients and ultrashort electron and photon beams,

with reduced beam size and emittance.5 As we will show,

the short wavelength enhances the quantum parameter v.

This could lead to a highly efficient radiation source of high

energy photons even at moderate relativistic amplitudes

a0 ¼ eE=mecx, where c is the speed of light and E is the

electromagnetic field strength.

The challenge of generating wakefields in solid materi-

als is closely tied to the feasibility of generating coherent

X-ray pulses of sufficient amplitude. The relativistic electron

spring model6,7 (RES) is one suggestion of a method which

may provide a source of high harmonics, which is suitable in

realizing an X-ray driven wakefield accelerator. The RES

model is capable of describing the interaction of laser light

with moderately overdense plasmas (1 � S < 10, where

S ¼ ne=a0nc and ne is the electron density). Because of the

moderate density, energy is stored in the plasma fields and

then re-emitted, generating an attosecond burst maintaining

relativistic intensity.8 This is different from high harmonic

generation in the S� 1 regime, which is described by the

relativistically oscillating mirror9 (ROM) model, character-

ized by an instantaneous energy balance between the laser

and plasma fields (at an apparent point of reflection). This

results in an amplitude restriction on the reflected pulse, as it

never can exceed that of the incoming radiation. Moreover,

the amplitude of the X-ray burst, as described by RES, can

be further increased by using a groove-shaped target,6 reach-

ing an increased range of relativistic amplitudes a0 � 10 for

parameters available at current laser facilities.

Similarity theory10,11 aims at reducing the vast parame-

ter space, comprising laser plasma interaction, into an as

small parameter set as possible from which the general prop-

erties of the plasma dynamics and acceleration process can

be derived. Consider a plasma with electron density ne inter-

acting with a pulse propagating in the x-direction with vector

potential of the form aðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ aðr?=R; ðt� x=cÞ=sÞ
cos ðxt� kxÞẑ, where r? is the transverse radial coordinate,

R is the width of the pulse, s is its duration, and k ¼ x=c is
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the wave number. The interaction can be fully described by

the four dimensionless parameters kR, xs; ne=nc, and a0. For

high a0, the electrons become relativistic, moving at a speed

close to the speed of light and the four dimensionless param-

eters can be reduced by combining ne=nc and a0 into the

similarity parameter S ¼ ne=a0nc, resulting in the three simi-

larity parameters10 S, R̂ ¼ S1=2kR and ŝ ¼ S1=2xs. This

description in terms of similarity parameters suggests that a

wakefield regime in principle can be realized using short

wavelength pulses (X-rays) and high density (solid) targets,

similar to what currently is realized with optical wavelengths

and lower density targets. For an X-ray pulse with k ¼ 5

nm, the critical density is nc ¼ 4:5� 1025 cm�3 rendering

S< 1 at moderate a0 for solid density materials (character-

ized by electron densities 5� 1022 cm�3 <ne < 5� 1024

cm�3). From the similarity scaling relations, it follows that

for a fixed S parameter, the current density in the bunch of

trapped electrons scales as 1=k2, whereas the current is

unchanged by rescaling the wavelength, and the trapped

charge is proportional to k. The enhanced current density

reflects the increase in the critical density, followed by the

current being unchanged as the increase in the current den-

sity is compensated by the reduction in the transverse scales

and finally, the trapped charge is reduced due to the reduc-

tion in the dimension of the wake along the propagation

direction. On the other hand, the electron energies only scale

with a0 and are consequently independent of the wavelength.

The idea of using X-rays to drive accelerating structures

in solid materials12,13 was first suggested by Tajima and

Cavenago14 in the 1980s. More recently, the concept of X-

ray driven wakefield acceleration in solids has been studied

by Zhang et al.,5 with 2D Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations

of wakefields driven by X-rays of k ¼ 1 nm and moderate

relativistic amplitudes a0 � 1–10. In this regime, they con-

cluded good scalability of the accelerating structures, but

with more prominent radiation reaction due to the enhance-

ment of the quantum parameter v ¼ cE?=Ec, which governs

the probability distribution and rate for photon emission.

Here, c is the gamma-factor of an electron, E? is the trans-

verse electric field, and Ec ¼ m2
ec3=e�h is the Schwinger field.

As v � a2
0ðkc=kÞ (with kc ¼ 2:4� 10�3 nm being the

Compton wavelength) and that v in the semi-classical limit

(v� 1) represents the quotient between the typical photon

energy and electron energy, X-ray driven wakefields show

promise as a source of high energy photons. The scaling of v
indicates that the quantum regime for radiation reaction

(characterized by v � 1) can be probed already at moderate

a0 < 100.

Motivated by the prospects of probing v � 1, we extend

the analysis of X-ray wakefield acceleration to moderate

relativistic intensities a0 � 10–100. Relativistic X-rays

obtained by harmonic generation from laser–solid interac-

tions have been chosen as a motivation for this work.

However, this is not a restriction of the results in the paper,

which merely require a coherent X-ray pulse of sufficient

amplitude, independent of source. We present results from

3D simulations of X-ray driven wakefield acceleration, using

the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code ELMIS,15 implementing

QED effects.16 We address the scalability of the accelerating

structure, and the effect on electron acceleration from operat-

ing in the strong field QED regime already at moderate rela-

tivistic amplitudes, hence deducing the prospects and

limitations of this regime.

II. METHOD AND SET-UP

Simulations are performed using a three dimensional

PIC-code ELMIS15 (Extreme Laser-Matter Interaction

Simulator), which is based on a spectral method for solution

of Maxwells equations. The method introduces no dispersion

error, neither due to grid nor time stepping, which is impor-

tant for accurate modelling of wakefield acceleration. This

allows for using a coarser grid than is typical for FDTD-

based PIC-codes even with special schemes for the numeri-

cal dispersion mitigation. Furthermore, ELMIS implements

an adaptive event generator16 to efficiently handle the dispar-

ity of scales introduced by QED-effects. A coherent linearly

polarized Gaussian X-ray pulse with wavelength k ¼ 5 nm

interacts with a plasma of charge to mass ratio Z=A ¼ 0:5
and density such that S ¼ 10�3. For the studied range of rela-

tivistic amplitudes: a0 ¼ 10–100, this choice of S parameter

gives densities within the solid range. The corresponding

laser intensities are given by I ¼ 1:4� 1024 � a2
0=k

2
nm W/cm2,

and are in the range 5:5� 1024 W/cm2 to 5:5� 1026 W/cm2.

The duration (FWHM) of 3T, where T is the laser period, is

determined by output from PIC-simulations of the RES-

mechanism.8 A Gaussian pulse is chosen in order to maintain

a generic set-up and can be obtained by filtering the RES-

pulse, which has a sawtooth shape. Filtering can be moti-

vated by that the pondermotive force of the pulse is con-

nected to its envelope. The width of the laser pulse

corresponds to the matching criterion kpR � ffiffiffiffiffi
a0
p

(equivalent

to R̂ ¼ 1). The plasma density is first linearly increased to

2ne (where ne ¼ Sa0nc) over a distance of 2R̂ and then line-

arly decreased to ne over a distance of 2R̂, hence allowing

for density gradient injection.

The use of X-ray wavelengths makes it necessary to val-

idate the use of a collisionless model. For relativistic elec-

trons, the (electron-ion) collision frequency is given by

vei ¼ 4pneZcr2
0 log K=c2, where Z is the ion charge number,

log K is the Coulomb logarithm, and r0 is the classical elec-

tron radius. Using normalized units: c ¼ ĉa0, the collision

frequency can be expressed as vei ¼ 4pncSZcr2
0 log K=

ðĉ2a0Þ � 1=k2. Taking into account that the time scale for

the acceleration process is normalized with respect to the

laser period and hence scales as k, the wavelength depen-

dence of the importance of collisional processes is found to

scale as �1=k. For the studied parameter range and values

Z � 10; log K � 10, the collision frequency becomes

vei ¼ 4pncSZcr2
0 log K=ĉ2a0 ¼ 2:2 � 10�6=ðTĉ2a0Þ � 1=T,

for ĉ � 1. Hence, collisional processes to first order can be

neglected.

The scalability of the laser–plasma interaction also relies

on that the wavelength is long enough to not probe the con-

figuration of single particles. Specifically, the dimensions of

the ion lattice structure identify a lower wavelength limit for

the validity of scaling the dynamics from optical wave-

lengths. Assuming parameters Z � 10; ne � 5� 1024cm�3,
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the average separation of ions can be estimated by

d ¼ ðne=ZÞ�1=3 � 0:1 nm. Hence, the wavelength k ¼ 5 nm

remains well above the ion separation distance, motivating

that effects due to lattice structure can be neglected.

Furthermore, a comparison of the field strength from individ-

ual ions and the strength of the transverse electric field in the

wake shows that the latter is dominant.

The simulations are performed with a moving box of

size lx ¼ 70k discretized using 512 cells in the laser propaga-

tion direction and l? ¼ 10R̂ ¼ 50:3k using 256 cells in the

transverse direction. Simulations are performed with two

particles per cell.

III. RESULTS

A. Wake structure

Figure 1 shows electron, ion, and photon densities as

well as transverse and longitudinal electric fields at time

t ¼ 100T for the cases with a0 ¼ 10, 50, and 100. At these

intensities, the laser expels the electrons leading to the for-

mation of a bubble. The inclusion of QED effects, such as

radiation reaction, is found to have a negligible effect on the

wake. We conclude that the wake structure is scalable from

optical wavelengths, with a reduction in the dimensions of

the accelerating structure proportional to k and an enhance-

ment of the field strengths proportional to 1=k.

Although the structure of the wake is scalable from opti-

cal wavelengths, the onset of ion motion for a0 approaching

one hundred breaks the S-number similarity. The reduction

of ne=nc and a0 into the similarity parameter S relies on that

the velocity ~v can be approximated by ~v=c � ~p=j~pj, which

holds if ðm=mea0Þ2 < 1, for all mobile species of mass m.

This is the case for electrons irradiated by moderate relativis-

tic amplitudes, but rarely for ions. Instead, we operate in

the regime 1� a0 � mi=me, for which S-number similarity

does not hold and a0 must be specified to describe the

dynamics. Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the frac-

tion of the pulse energy which has been transferred to other

energy channels, for different a0, both with and without radi-

ation reaction. The onset of ion motion leads to an increased

depletion rate, whereas radiation reaction (in this regime) is

FIG. 1. Electron, ion, and photon densities as well as longitudinal and transverse electric fields at time t ¼ 100T, for a0 ¼ 10 (upper row), 50 (middle row),

and 100 (bottom row). The densities are in logarithmic scale in units of the background ne ¼ Snca0 and the spatial scale is in units of k. Finally, the longitudi-

nal and transverse electric fields are given in units of mecS1=2a0x=e.

FIG. 2. Pulse depletion as a function of time for a0 ¼ 10 (blue), 20 (green),

50 (red), and 100 (black). The cases a0 ¼ 10, 50, and 100 are also shown

with radiation reaction disabled (	-marker), and with radiation reaction at

wavelength k ¼ 800 nm (square marker). Both in the X-ray driven and opti-

cal cases, radiation reaction has a negligible effect on the pulse depletion for

the considered range of intensities.
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confirmed have a negligible effect on depletion. The figure

also shows the result for optical wavelengths, which are in

agreement with those from the X-ray driven regime.

The character of the ion motion is similar to that discov-

ered by Wallin et al.:17 the ion density in the bubble is

reduced by radiation pressure expelling ions, leading to an

increased ion density at the bubble contour. The reduction is

enhanced by that the ions inside the bubble strongly interact

with the trapped electron bunch, thereby forming an ion col-

umn along the path traced by the electron bunch. As a conse-

quence, the wake structure does not close as would be

expected in the bubble regime when the ion motion is disre-

garded. The ion motion leads to a less stable wake structure,

with a more complicated transient field structure, resulting in

less efficient focusing of the electron bunch compared with

the dynamics with immobile ions. As is witnessed in Fig. 1,

this also affects the angular spread of the emitted photons.

Finally, notice that the electron densities in Fig. 1 show

some traces of asymmetry in the y-direction. These may be

an effect of carrier-envelope phase,18 which arises because

of the use of a few-cycle pulse to drive the wake. In this

case, the fast rise of the envelope breaks the pondermotive

approximation and the electrons no longer experience sym-

metric acceleration by the laser envelope. This effect is, in

similarity with the ion motion, however, not connected to the

wavelength of the laser pulse and is consequently the same

for wakefields driven by optical and X-ray wavelength

pulses.

B. Scaling of electron beam and radiation generation

Figure 3 shows the maximum energy of electrons and

photons at time t ¼ 100T. Electron energies scale linearly

with a0, as predicted by similarity scaling laws. The maxi-

mum photon energy shows a strong dependence on a0:

increasing from a negligible fraction of the electron energy

for a0 ¼ 10 up to comparable levels for a0 exceeding 50.

In the classical regime, v can be interpreted as the quotient

of the typical photon energy to the electron energy:

2�hx=3mec2c. On the other hand, in this regime, where

d ¼ �hx=mec2c is close to unity, quantum corrections to the

radiation reaction are essential and v is in general not propor-

tional to d. Therefore, we choose to estimate v from the elec-

tron energies and transverse electric fields. In terms of

normalized coordinates (Ê? and ĉ): v ¼ 1:5� 10�5ĉÊ?a2
0.

Estimating ĉ � 15 and E? � 5 from Figs. 1 and 4: v
� 1:2a2

0 � 10�3 ¼ 0:1, 0.4, 2.8, 7.0, and 11.0 for a0 ¼ 10,

20, 50, 80, and 100. In summary, the X-ray wakefield accel-

erator is not only a compact source of GeV electrons (for

a0 ¼ 100), but also has high values of v yielding photons of

similar energies.

Figure 4 shows the energy spectra for electrons and pho-

tons at time t ¼ 100T, for the three cases with a0 ¼ 10, 50,

and 100, with and without radiation reaction, as well as for

the optical wavelength k ¼ 800 nm. The radiation reaction

is found to have a minor effect on the energy spectrum.

From similarity scaling, the energy spectra are predicted

to scale as dN=d� ¼ Snck
3dN̂=d�̂, where dN̂=d�̂ is the

energy spectra in similarity normalized coordinates. Since

nc � 1=k2, the wavelength dependence becomes dN=d� � k.

Notice that the pulse energy also scales as �k. The reduction

in the amount of available energy is hence manifest in a

reduction in the accelerated particle number, but not in the

resulting energies. This is verified by comparing the spectra

at X-ray and optical wavelength and is different from the

effect of increasing a0, where the quadratic increase in pulse

energy is distributed into a linear increase of both the accel-

erated particle number and the achieved energies.

To assess the effect of the wavelength on the spectral

properties for photon emission, consider the emission

probability16

dP

dd
¼ Dt

e2mec

�h2

� � ffiffiffi
3
p

2p
v
c

1� d
d

F1ðzqÞ þ
3

2
dvzqF2ðzqÞ

� �
;

where d is the photon to electron energy quotient defined

above, and zq ¼ 2d=3vð1� dÞ and F1ðxÞ; F2ðxÞ are the first

and second Synchrotron functions. Expressing the pre-factor

in terms of normalized coordinates: v ¼ v̂ a2
0ðkc=kÞ; c ¼ a0ĉ

and dt ¼ Tdt̂, the probability distribution takes the form

dP

dd
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

a0 Dt̂
e2

c�h

v̂
ĉ

1� d
d

F1ðzqÞ þ
3

2
dvzqF2ðzqÞ

� �
:

For a0 chosen to preserve v, the spectral shape is the same

although the emission frequency scales as �
ffiffiffi
k
p

. Using an X-

ray pulse to operate a wakefield at a prescribed v will hence

result in fewer emitted photons per electron than at optical

wavelengths. The reduction in the number of emitted photons

in the X-ray driven case is further amplified by the decrease

in the number of accelerated electrons: both because of the

scaling of the electron spectrum with the wavelength and a0

(which is increased in the optical case to achieve the same v).

The total radiated intensity of an electron is Ir ¼ 0:67I0v2

in the classical regime and 0:37I0v2=3 in the quantum regime,

FIG. 3. Maximum energy (at time t ¼ 100T) for electrons and photons as

a function of a0. The electron energies are fitted to a linear curve which

show good agreement with the data, as predicted by similarity theory. For

a0 � 100, the maximum photon energy is approximately half of the maxi-

mum electron energy, indicating that the effect of recoils may be significant.

The lower photon energies obtained at the optical wavelength k ¼ 800 nm

are indicated for comparison.
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where I0 ¼ e2m2
ec3=�h2. Hence, integrating Ir along the trajec-

tories of all particles leads to a total radiated energy that scales

as a0nck
4�Ir � a0k

2�Ir , where �Ir is an average value only

depending on a2
0ðkc=kÞ. Compared with the total energy in the

pulse which scales as ka2
0, the fraction of energy which goes

into photon emission equates to k�Ir=a0. If a0 is chosen to

match v at X-ray and optical wavelengths, the energy fraction

which is lost through radiation reaction is predicted to scale asffiffiffi
k
p

, which is consistent with the scaling of the photon emis-

sion probability.

The non-perturbative approach in the previous para-

graphs to the impact of radiation reaction is only valid for

v� 1 and consequently small d. These conditions hold for

a0 � 10 but not for a0 � 100, where comparable photon

and electron energies indicate that single recoil events can

significantly alter the path of electrons. Radiation reaction

therefore has not only a significant effect on the dynamics of

the trapped electrons, but this effect is also different for

X-ray compared with optical wavelengths. To illustrate some

differences, we consider a set-up with wavelength k ¼ 800

nm and a0 ¼ 1265. In a perturbative setting, this leads to the

same v as in the X-ray case with a0 ¼ 100. We consider the

following cases: one with Z=A ¼ 0:5 and one where the

ion mass has been increased by a factor of 12.65, i.e.,

Z=A ¼ 1=25:3. In the latter case, we perform simulations

both with and without QED-effects. Figures 5 and 6 show

the snapshots of electron, ion, and photon densities, as well

as energy spectra at time t ¼ 100T. Compared with the X-

ray driven case with a0 ¼ 100, increased radiation reaction

leads to decreased electron energies, with respect to similar-

ity normalized coordinates, in the optical case. Furthermore,

the ion dynamics at Z=A ¼ 0:5 is widely different compared

FIG. 4. Energy spectrum for electrons

(lines) and photons (dashed lines) at

time t ¼ 100T, for the relativistic

amplitudes a0 ¼ 10, 50, and 100 in

X-ray driven cases with (black) and

without (red) radiation reaction, as

well as cases with an optical wave-

length driver (k ¼ 800 nm, blue).

FIG. 5. Electron, ion, and photon den-

sities at time t ¼ 100T for the cases

with a0 ¼ 1265 and Z=A ¼ 1=25:3
(first row) as well as a0 ¼ 1265 and

Z=A ¼ 0:5 (second row). The densities

are in logarithmic scale in units of the

background density ne ¼ Snca0 and the

spatial scale is in units of k.
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with if the smaller charge to mass ratio Z=A ¼ 1=25:3 is

used, which corresponds to operating with the same ion rela-

tivistic amplitude as for the X-ray driven case. In summary,

the X-ray regime allows for generation of high energy pho-

tons with reduced energy losses from the electron population

due to radiation reaction and smaller influence of ion motion

than in the optical regime, when choosing a0 to match v.

Finally, the lower a0 and more stochastic nature of pho-

ton emission in the X-ray regime may reduce the effect of

radiation reaction trapping, i.e., the trapping of electrons due

to radiation friction in the most intense part of the laser

field.19 These electrons then radiate, creating a channel for

energy loss and faster depletion of the laser pulse. For large

a0, the expected time between photon emissions can be esti-

mated by s � 31Tðkc=ka0Þ1=3
, yielding s � 2:5T=a

1=3
0 for

k ¼ 5 nm. Hence, the time between photon emissions in the

X-ray regime decreases from 1:2T to 0:5T when a0 increases

from 10 to 100, which is comparable to the laser period and

hence expected to be unsuitable for trapping particles. The

situation is different for optical wavelengths, where s �
0:46T=a

1=3
0 (for k ¼ 800 nm), which gives 0:2T to 0:1T for

the same range of relativistic amplitudes. Adjusting for oper-

ation at the same v leads to a further reduction in the emis-

sion time by a factor 2.3. Figure 7 shows the time

dependence for depletion of the pulse in the X-ray driven

case with a0 ¼ 316; Z=A ¼ 0:5, and optical case with

a0 ¼ 4000; Z=A ¼ 1=25:3, which corresponds to the same v.

Simulation results are shown both with and without QED-

effects. Faster depletion is observed for the optical case with

QED-effects than in the X-ray driven case, where the deple-

tion rate more closely follows that without QED-effects. The

figure also shows the overlap of the electron density and the

laser pulse as a function of time. The overlap is found to be

larger in the optical case if QED-effects are included, which

indicates that radiation reaction trapping occurs in the optical

case. On the other hand, the overlap in the X-ray case is sim-

ilar to the case without QED effects and gives hence no indi-

cation of radiation reaction trapping.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The indication that it is possible to generate relativistic

intensity high harmonics has opened up the prospects for

wakefield acceleration in solid materials. Scaling laws based

on similarity theory, summarized in Table I, are found to

hold to good approximation, creating ultrashort electron and

photon beams, with spatial and temporal scales reduced pro-

portionally to the wavelength reduction. The reduced trans-

verse scales are compensated by the enhanced density,

FIG. 6. Electron (lines) and photon (dashed lines) spectra at time t ¼ 100T
for the X-ray driven case with a0 ¼ 100 (green), as well as optical cases

(k ¼ 800 nm) with (1) a0 ¼ 1265; Z=A ¼ 1=25:3, with QED effects (blue),

(2) a0 ¼ 1265; Z=A ¼ 1=25:3, without QED effects (black), and (3)

a0 ¼ 1265; Z=A ¼ 1=2, with QED effects (red).

FIG. 7. Upper: Fraction of the pulse which has been depleted as a function

of time for the X-ray driven case with a0 ¼ 316 (red), as well as the optical

case (k ¼ 800 nm) with a0 ¼ 4000 and Z=A ¼ 1=25:3, with (blue) and with-

out (green) QED-effects. Lower: Measure of the overlap of the laser pulse

and electron density as a function of time.

TABLE I. Scaling relations of wakefield acceleration for k and a0 while

keeping the S number fixed. The upper part of the table contains scalings

from similarity theory, whereas the lower part contains scalings for QED

effects. Here, a ¼ 2 or a ¼ 2=3, depending on if the electron motion is char-

acterized by that v is smaller or bigger than unity.

Quantity Scaling

Timescale k
Spatial dimensions of cavity k
Density a0=k

2

Current density a0=k
2

Current a0

Trapped charge ka0

Electron energy a0

Electromagnetic fields a0=k
Pulse energy ka2

0

Ion motion a0

Quantum parameter, v a2
0=k

Radiated energy fraction k1�aa2a�1
0

Photon energy (v� 1) a3
0=k

Photon energy (v � 1) a0

Time between emissions (v� 1) T=a0

Time between emissions (v � 1) T=ðka0Þ1=3
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leading to a preserved current, although the total number of

accelerated particles is reduced proportionally to the wave-

length. The X-ray driven wakefield is therefore an excellent

method for applications demanding ultrashort electron and

photon beams.

X-ray driven wakefields also show potential as sources

of high energy photons, with operation in the v � 1 regime

already at moderate a0 � 50, leading to electrons and pho-

tons of similar energy. At the same time, the reduced fre-

quency of photon emission (in relation to the source period)

leads to smaller losses of energy from the electron popula-

tion (than at optical wavelengths with similar v) through

radiation reaction. Combining these aspects, radiation reac-

tion has a perturbative effect associated with large but infre-

quent recoils for the accelerated electron population.

When comparing the high v regime for wakefields

driven by X-rays and at optical wavelengths, a major differ-

ence arises due to ion motion. Although ion motion is scal-

able between X-ray and optical wavelengths, transforming

a0 to preserve v significantly changes the ion dynamics. For

moderate a0, as considered in this paper, the ion motion in

the X-ray regime is modest. On the other hand, when trans-

formed to preserve v to the optical regime, the radiation pres-

sure also pushes the ions to relativistic speeds, creating a

widely different regime of interaction.

In addition to radiation reaction, pair production will in

the limit of high a0 play a role and present a potential road-

block for extreme wakefield acceleration. The formation of

cascades in the wake followed by scattering of the positrons

from the electron potential well or cascades in the laser field

may have a destructive effect on the accelerating structure.

In the currently studied range of a0, only trace amounts of

pairs were observed. However, the quantum number for pair-

production is expected to be enhanced in the X-ray driven

regime, with the scaling g � 1=k2 for v� 1 and 1=k in the

high v regime. Details of this remain a topic for future

studies.

The challenges of generating coherent high amplitude

high harmonics make the a0 � 1 regime the first step

towards realizing an X-ray wakefield accelerator. In this

regime, ions are relatively immobile, as is evident from the

case with a0 ¼ 10. For wavelengths �5 nm, the average dis-

tance between ions remains comparatively small, motivating

the approximation of ions with an average density. For

shorter wavelengths, the ion lattice structure may influence

and potentially guide the wake structure, but is left for future

studies.
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